ST. MARY’S ACADEMY  
SUMMER VACATION HOME WORK (2015)

PREP

a. All the written work should be done (3 times you can do as many times as you wish)
b. Use separate and new copies for English, Maths and Urdu work.
c. Make your copies colourful.
d. Write your child’s name, class and section on it.
e. This homework is of 25 marks and these marks will be included in the final result.
f. All the syllabus will be included in first term exams to be held after the summer vacations

ENGLISH WRITTEN:

❖ a – z
❖ vowels (a, e, i, o, u)
❖ Use of a/an/has/have /is/are
❖ Words sentences (cup, book, bag, mat, cat, van, fan, pen, car, bag, tree, toy)
❖ Myself (5 sentences)
❖ Three letter words
❖ at, in, ap un an words
❖ Active English Reading : Pages 1 – 17
❖ Radiant Way Reading : Pages 4 – 12
❖ Singular /Plural (adding s)
❖ Words/opposites.

DICTATION WORDS:

Sat, can, sing, mother, come, tap, cap, cat, pan, pat, not, hop, pop, pod, rod, cod, sod, nap, has, an at, and, car, desk, doll, egg, pencil, fish, fly, flower, girl, pot, dot, hat, rat, fat, ran, fan, man, cot, nod, for, had

MATHS:

❖ Counting 0 – 50
❖ Backwards counting 10 – 0
❖ Number in words (One – twenty)
❖ What comes after (0 – 10)
❖ What comes between, before (0 – 10)
❖ Number in order (0 – 10)
❖ Add sums: single digit with pictures
❖ Time O’clock
❖ Shapes spellings
❖ Make balls (1 – 10)
❖ Dictation of numbers in dodging (0 – 50)
ENGLISH CONVERSATION:

i) Show & tell (mango), Sun ii) Pictures description (summer Season)

iii) Questions (My Classroom) iv) introduce yourself

v) Senses & my body.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE : REVISE

1) animals (names) 2) Study tools 3) Keeping clean Matching

4) Body parts (names ) 5) Food names 6) Senses (blank)

7) Summer clothes (drawing) 8) Colour names , red , green , yellow

ACTIVITY – 1 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:

Make a scrap book. Cut the pictures/ stickers of animals, their babies, house, food, birds, insects, flowers, transport, professions, nature, Pakistan, culture from old magazines, paste them in your scrap book.

❖ Bring this scrapbook to school after summer vacation for exhibition.

ACTIVITY – 2:

❖ Make a first aid box and collect the following items in it.

1) Sani plasters 2) Piodyne 3) Cotton 4) Bandage 5) Polyfex

Decorate this first aid box and bring it for exhibition OR

ACTIVITY – 3:

❖ Plant a few seeds in a pot and watch them grow. After vacation bring your plant with pot for exhibition or plant a shady tree in a pot and bring it to school after vacations
OUTDOOR ACTIVITY:

- Visit a zoo with your family and observe animals and birds (or take your child to show aviary exhibition in lake view park Islamabad).
- Drink plenty of water and juices during summer vacation.
- Celebrate a mango party with your family members.

DRAWING:

- Draw summer fruits and vegetables.
- Colour in Summer seasons.
- Trace the flag of Pakistan / Umbrella.
- Pasting

POEMS:

- Head & Shoulder …
- I am the mango …
- Bits of Paper ….

NOTE: Summer vacation homework will be submitted on 7th August 2015 from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm
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